Consider a classification problem where we do not have access to labels for individual training examples, but only have average labels over subpopulations. We give practical examples of this setup, and show how these classification tasks can usefully be analyzed as weakly supervised clustering problems. We propose three approaches to solving the weakly supervised clustering problem, including a latent variables model that performs well in our experiments. We illustrate our methods on an industry dataset that was the original motivation for this research.
Introduction
An online news provider wants to know whether the people who read a given article enjoyed the article.
1 The reader's behavior can provide valuable clues as to whether she liked the article: If she immediately hit the back button upon seeing the article, she probably had a bad experience. Conversely, a reader interacting with the article page may be seen as a positive signal.
Many online providers seek to directly estimate user happiness with clicklevel proxies. For example, in the context of web search, one well-known signal of user dissatisfaction is a "bounce", where people go to a search result but then immediately return to the search page (Sculley et al., 2009; Levy, 2011, p. 47) . Bucklin & Sismeiro (2009) give an overview of how data about site usage patterns is used in online marketing. However, using hand-crafted proxies to understand user experience has its limits. It requires analysts to map these proxies to user satisfaction in a usually unprincipled way, and different proxies may lead to contradicting conclusions. This paper addresses the question: How can we combine multiple clicklevel features into a single principled measure of user satisfaction? The main difficulty is that we have no explicit response to train on, as users don't tell us whether they enjoyed reading an article or not.
2 What we do have is sideinformation about whether some sub-population of clicks was mostly satisfied or not: in the context of our example, we might know from outside sources that some articles are good articles and that most users who click to them should be satisfied, whereas other articles are of lesser quality and may leave some readers disappointed.
Formally, we are faced with a binary classification task where we do not have labels for individual clicks, but only have a rough idea of the average fraction of satisfied clicks over large sub-populations. In other words, we have a classification task where the available training labels are much coarser grained than the signal we want to fit.
We adopt a weakly supervised approach, where we use the coarse training data to guide a clustering algorithm. At a fundamental level, we expect behaviors of satisfied versus unsatisfied to look different from each other in a way that does not depend on group (here, the article being read); thus, we should be able to construct a global clustering of clicks that respects this distinction. But there are presumably many natural ways to divide clicks into two groups other than the satisfied/unsatisfied distinction: we might expect energetic/tired or hurried/leisurely clicks to also split into distinct clusters. Our goal is to use side information to side-step this issue and pick out the "right" way of clustering the data. We do this by forcing the clustering algorithm to respect marginal class memberships for different sub-populations: concretely, we want most clicks on good articles to be in the good cluster whereas clicks on the lukewarm articles should be more evenly split.
We call this task of finding a clustering of the data that respects side information about marginal cluster membership for multiple sub-populations a weakly supervised clustering problem. This problem surfaces when we want to understand click or behavior level data, but only have access to coarse-grained side information for training. Other examples of weakly supervised clustering problems include the following.
Example 1 A search engine wants to know whether users who clicked on a given search result were satisfied or not. It has no direct feedback from the users about whether or not they were happy (or satisfied); however, it can ask human raters to estimate how likely a typical user would be to be satisfied after clicking on the search result. Rater evaluations do not map directly to user satisfaction, and so this is not a standard supervised problem. Rather, rater evaluations only give us an educated guess about whether the click led to satisfaction, and so this is a weakly supervised clustering problem. Figure 1 : A motivating example. Each dot corresponds to a single click-level behavior. We know that dots corresponding to green, blue and red dots are happy with probabilities of 80%, 60%, and 10% respectively. The data are drawn from a generative model for which the solid line is the happy/sad decision boundary that minimizes logistic loss. However, unsupervised Gaussian clustering divides the data into two ellipses that are roughly orthogonal to the optimal decision boundary. This papers develops methods that use side information about the marginal happiness levels of green, blue and red click to help us to recover the correct decision boundary.
Example 2 An online advertiser wants to understand what kind of clicklevel interaction with an ad suggests that a customer will later visit a physical store. Again, it is not always practical to ask users directly whether or not they visited a store after seeing an ad, and so this is not a standard supervised problem. However, the advertiser may have some idea about how successful the ads were at a campaign level. With a weakly supervised clustering approach, it can use this highly aggregated campaign-level signal to learn how to interpret click-level behaviors.
In this paper, we compare three possible approaches to the weakly supervised clustering problem: a latent variables model, a method of moments estimate, and a naive approach that turns the problem into a supervised problem using hard assignment. We find the method of moments approach to be prohibitively unstable even with large datasets, whereas the naive approach has almost no power in all but the simplest situations. Meanwhile, the latent variables approach worked surprisingly well in many examples, including an industry example presented in Section 5.1 that motivated this work.
Related Work
Latent variables models have often been found to be powerful solutions to weak (or distant) supervision problems. For example, Surdeanu et al. (2012) use a latent variables model to fit distantly supervised relation extraction, and Täckström & McDonald (2011a) use a similar approach for sentence-level sentiment analysis.
Our setup can be cast into the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) framework of Blei et al. (2003) , except that all our "documents" would consist of only one word. The idea of using weak or ambiguous topic membership information to guide LDA has been explored, among others, by Toutanova & Johnson (2007) and Xu et al. (2009) .
Other approaches to using side information in clustering includes the work of Xing et al. (2002) , who showed how to enable clustering algorithms to take into account user-provided examples of similar and dissimilar pairs of points.
Weakly Supervised Clustering
To see the role of side information in weakly supervised clustering, consider the following example. Suppose that, in the context of our news provider example, we have click-level data for 3 news articles, and that this click level data can be represented in 2 dimensions as in Figure 1 ; our goal is to cluster these clicks into happy and sad clicks. Suppose, moreover, that green and blue clicks are happy with probabilities of 80% and 60% respectively but that red clicks are unhappy 90% of the time.
If we did not have any side information, the best we could do is attempt an unsupervised clustering of the data. Standard Gaussian clustering as implemented in the R-library mclust Fraley et al. (2012) divides the data into ellipsoids as depicted in Figure 1 . It is quite clear that these ellipsoids do not concord with our side information. In fact, given the generative model used to produce the data, the best linear division of our data into happy and sad clicks is given by the solid nearly vertical line. Thus, the clustering obtained with unsupervised Gaussian mixtures is roughly orthogonal to the division we would want.
An alternative baseline would be to ignore the latent structure of the problem completely and simply set up a regression problem where we use the coarse averaged features as responses; we discuss this approach further in Section 3.1. In our experiments, this naive approach was unable to capture most of the signal.
The goal of this paper is to develop techniques allowing us to use the side information about the green, blue and red dots to recover the decision boundary we want. Below, we propose a generative model that makes explicit the assumptions we need to make for weakly supervised clustering to be possible. The subsequent section then proposes different ways of fitting this generative model.
Figure 2: Graphical model depicting the key assumption that µ i and X ij are conditionally independent given Z ij . Here, each article is associated with an underlying quality score µ i which affects click-level user satisfaction Z ij which in term influences behavior X ij . The greyed-out nodes are observed, and the boxes indicate repeated observations.
The Key Assumption
The key assumption we need to make is that click-level behavior is conditionally independent of the side information given cluster membership. For example, in the context of our news provider example, we assume that user behavior depends on user satisfaction alone; the article quality only enters into the model through its influence on satisfaction. This assumption can be represented using the graphical model in Figure  2 . Let articles be indexed by i ∈ {1, ..., I}, and clicks on the i th article be indexed by j ∈ {1, ..., J i }. Each article is associated with a quality µ i , which affects whether individual readers j ∈ {1, ..., J i } of the article will be satisfied (Z ij = 1) or not (Z ij = 0). The reader then exhibits a click level behavior X ij that only depends on the satisfaction level Z ij .
Our main assumption is that there is no edge going directly from µ to X. Thus, we force information to flow through the latent node Z and thereby induce a clustering. A similar point is emphasized by Täckström & McDonald (2011b) .
A Generative Model
In order to build a practical weakly supervised clustering algorithm on top of the conditional independence structure specified in Figure 2 , we propose a simple generative model inspired by the LDA model of Blei et al. (2003) .
• Each article i ∈ {1, ..., I} has an underlying quality µ i ∈ R.
• The satisfaction of each reader j ∈ {1, ..., J i } of the i th article is then independently drawn from the Bernoulli distribution where
is the sigmoid function.
• The reader then exhibits a behavior X ij ∈ {1, ..., K} according to the multinomial distribution
where w 0 and w 1 represent probability distributions on {1, ..., K} (formally, they are are vectors in R K + whose entries sum to 1).
It is also possible to allow for more complicated distributional assumptions for X: for example, X ij could be modeled as drawn from a Gaussian mixture or from a cross-product of independent multinomials. For our purposes, however, we found it simplest to describe click-level behavior with a single binning obtained by crossing multiple factors. In practice, we do not know the underlying µ i , and only have noisy estimates of them. This is formalized in the graphical model depicted in Figure 3 . The true µ i is drawn from some prior F 0 ; we then get to observe a noisy estimate of µ i provided by outside human evaluation (HE). For example, the quantity HE could be obtained by asking workers on the Amazon Mechanical Turk to rate the likelihood that someone reading an article would be satisfied by it. We model the rater noise as HE i ∼ N µ i , σ 
The Estimand
The key unknown parameters in our generative model are the multinomial probabilities w 0 and w 1 . From an interpretative point of view, however, what we really want to know is the posterior probability that a click was satisfied given a behavior. These can be obtained by Bayes' rule:
, where the prior probability π := P [Z = 1] is taken with respect to the process that generated the µ i . We will frame all our fitting procedures with the aim of estimating the posterior probability vector ρ instead of w 0 and w 1 themselves.
Simple Baselines
The hierarchical model defined in the previous section naturally lends itself to being solved by maximum likelihood using an EM algorithm, described in Section 4. That being said, the likelihood function of the whole latent variables model is somewhat complicated, and in particular is not convex. Before going for a complex solution, we may want to check that simpler ones do not work. In this section, we discuss some convex baselines for working with our hierarchical model. In the experiments presented in Section 5, we will find the full maximum likelihood solution to vastly outperform its competitors, suggesting that its complexity is not in vain.
A Naive Approach
A first idea for dealing with the model in Figure 2 is just to ignore the latent structure. Instead of letting Z ij be a random Bernoulli variable with probability parameter σ(µ i ), we could just create two artificial observations: One with Z ij = 1 and weight σ(µ i ), and one with Z ij = 0 and weight 1 − σ(µ i ). In other words, we swap out a single observation with an unknown latent label and replace it with multiple observations with hard-assigned satisfaction levels; the original probability parameter of the Bernoulli distribution is used to set the weights of each artificial data point. This transformation leads to simple estimates for the posterior probabilities ρ(k):ρ
where as usual we added one pseudo-observation in each behavioral bin for numerical stability (e.g., Agresti, 2002) . The main downside with this naive approach is that it cannot fit variations in click-level behavior within groups, and cannot account for the fact that some clicks on bad articles may be happy and vice-versa. As we will see in our examples, this will cost the method a lot of power.
Ignoring the pseudo-observations, this naive approach is equivalent to just training a linear regression with features X ij and response σ(µ i ) (i.e., we regress the coarse responses on the fine predictors directly). Thus, we can take the approach as a baseline for what happens when we don't model latent click-level happiness.
Method of Moments
We can also try to estimate the w i by moment matching. If we set a flat prior on the µ i (or equivalently a Haldane prior on σ(µ i )) and provided that the number of replicates J i is independent of µ i , then
where ω i is the empirical behavior distribution for the i th article: ω
I for the vector containing the σ(µ i ) and Ω for the matrix with rows ω i , we see that
In practice, however, we know Ω and σ(µ), and want to fit ρ (with the model from Figure 3 , we can use σ(HE i ) as a surrogate for σ(µ i )). We could nevertheless try to use this moments equation as guidance, and fit ρ by minimizing squared deviation from the moments equation (2). This leads to an estimatê
This estimator can perform well on very large datasets. However, we found it to be prohibitively noisy on most of our problems of interest: the estimates for ρ(k) are often not even contained in the [0, 1] interval. This estimator also has some fairly surprising failure modes, as discussed in Section 6.2.
An EM Algorithm for the Latent Variables Model
In the previous section, we discussed some simple heuristic approaches to weakly supervised clustering. Here, we show how to do maximum likelihood estimation for the full latent variables model using a simple EM algorithm. The heuristic approaches from before focused on the simpler model from Figure 2 ; latent variables modeling, however, allows us the flexibility to work with the full graphical structure from Figure 3 . Our likelihood function is not unimodal and so the proposed algorithm is only guaranteed to converge to a local optimum rather than a global one, but in practice our initialization scheme appears to have consistently brought us near a good optimum. For a review of how the EM-algorithm can be used to solve latent variables models see, e.g, Bishop & Nasrabadi (2006) . All the individual steps taken by our EM-algorithm are simple and our algorithm scales linearly in the size of the training data. Our implementation in native R can handle around one million clicks spread over ten thousand groups in just over 5 seconds.
Initialization As with any non-convex problem, good initialization of the latent structure is crucial, as there may be no way to salvage the procedure once it gets near a bad local optimum. For example, if the algorithm ever learns any pure states, i.e., with posterior satisfaction probabilitiesρ (k) = 0 or 1, then the algorithm is stuck and cannot revise these predictions. We initialize our model by forward-propagating the information obtained from human evaluation (HE):
the weightsŵ 0 are initialized similarly toŵ 1 . We again added pseudo-observations for stability. This solution effectively amounts to initializing our latent structure using the naive model from Section 3.1.
E-step Given estimates forμ i ,ŵ 0 andŵ 1 , the E-step for inferring latent variable probabilitiesẑ ij iŝ
M-step In the M-step, we need to update both theμ and theŵ given fixed estimates ofẑ. The M-step forŵ is the same update rule we used in our initialization, namely (6). Meanwhile, our updated estimate forμ i must maximize the marginal loglikelihood, i.e.,μ
For appropriate choices of prior density f 0 , the minimization objective is convex and the solutionμ i is uniquely defined by a first-order condition on the gradient. Putting an improper flat prior on µ i , we get
The left-hand side of the above expression is monotone increasing inμ i , and so this equation has a unique solution. We are not aware of a closed-form solution to (9); however, Newton's method works well and is easy to implement for this problem.
Final Answer After iterating EM to convergence, we obtain final estimates for the posterior probabilitieŝ
A Single Tuning Parameter The only tuning parameter in the update steps defined above is the noise variance σ 2 H of the human evaluation estimate HE i . As the form of (9) makes clear, however, σ 2 H only enters into the model as a way to balance the relative importance of HE i and theẑ ij in tuningμ i ; thus, we expect our model to be fairly robust to misspecification of this parameter. In our experiments, we just used WH := 1/σ 2 h = 10, where WH stands for "weight given to human evaluation".
Experiments
We begin our empirical evaluation of weakly supervised clustering methods with some simulation examples; Section 5.1 has a larger real-world example.
The number of clicks per group can have a large impact on the relative performance of different methods. In Figures 4 and 5 , we show examples with J i = 5 and J i = 100 clicks per group. With 5 clicks per group, both the method of moments estimate and our latent variables model perform reasonably well; the naive estimate that directly hard-assigns cluster memberships under-fits badly.
When there are relatively few clicks per group weak supervision is important: If we set WH = 0 and only use the human evaluation data for initialization, our latent variables model is prone to over-fitting and exaggerating the dynamic range of posterior probabilities. Using a non-zero value of WH fixed this problem (we used WH = 10).
The 100 clicks per group example looks quite different. First of all, almost paradoxically, the method of moments estimate appears to have gotten much worse as we added more data; estimates for the first 10 bins are not even contained in the [0, 1] interval and so do not fit into the plot. We propose an explanation for this surprising phenomenon in Section 6.2. Meanwhile, both latent variables fits perform well. With many clicks per group, the importance of the human evaluation HE i after initialization appears to fade away, and if we start off the EM algorithm at a good spot it can get itself to a desirable solution without further guidance from the weak supervision.
A Real-World Example
The research developed in this paper was motivated by a problem faced by an internet company. In the terminology of our paper, we had data on (on the order of) millions of click-level behaviors spread across (on the order of) thousands of groups or articles. We then asked a panel of annotators to estimate, for each group, whether or not a click in a given group would likely lead to satisfaction. Our goal was to learn to identify happy clicks based on click-level behavior; in other words, we wanted to perform a weakly supervised clustering for click-level happiness.
The distribution of clicks was heavily skewed. To avoid our result being dominated by a few unusually large groups, we down-weighted clicks in large groups such that the effective number of clicks in any group was at most M (where 100 ≤ M ≤ 1, 000). After down-weighting, the average number of clicks per group was around one hundred. Results of our analysis are presented in Figure 6 . For confidentiality reasons, we cannot publish feature names or axis scales. The groups are split into two different classes (A and B), for which we performed analysis separately. We described click-level behavior using a full cross of three different factors, resulting in 5 × 3 × 2 = 30 bins. Each point represented in Figure 6 was fit separately; the fact that these points seem to fit along smooth curves suggests that our method is capturing a real phenomenon.
Latent variables modeling allowed us to discover multiple relationships between click-level behavior and happiness, some of which confirmed our intuitions and others which surprised us. Although we cannot discuss the relationships in detail, the following descriptions should hopefully show that our model allowed us to discover non-trivial facts about our data, and encourage others facing similar weakly supervised clustering problems to try the method.
Using the obfuscated labels, we found that (1) Happiness generally increases Figure 6 : Results of a real-world weakly supervised clustering analysis described in Section 5.1, using the full latent variables model trained by EM. The groups are divided into two classes (A and B) that were fit separately; click-level behaviors are described by 30 buckets obtained by crossing level, shape, and color features (the true feature names have been obfuscated for confidentiality reasons). All error bars are 1 SE in each direction, and were obtained using a half-bootstrap. We set the human evaluation tuning parameter to WH = 10.
with level, but with diminishing returns; (2) Red clicks are systematically more indicative of happiness than blue clicks; and (3) Circular clicks are generally happier than square or triangular ones, but this distinction is much more pronounced in Class A than in Class B. Of these facts, (1) was roughly expected and (2) had been conjectured although we were not expecting such a strong effect, but (3) came largely as a surprise. We thought that Class A clicks should uniformly be happier than Class B clicks, but it turns out that this relation only holds for circles.
In the supplementary material (Figures 7 and 8) we show the results of applying the naive and method of moments estimates to this problem. These estimates respectively under-and over-fit the signal so badly that they did not allow us to discover any of the key insights described above.
Empirical Validation Evaluating the performance of latent variable models can be challenging because the training data does not tell us whether we assigned latent labels correctly. In some real world applications we can side-step this issue using observational data from, e.g., surveys with a poor response rate or small laboratory studies. This kind of data usually comes from highly biased population slices and so we would not want to use it for fitting a model; however, it may still provide us with valuable sanity checks on whether our weakly supervised clustering algorithm is making reasonable latent label assignments.
Standard Error Estimates
We obtained the error bars using a grouped halfbootstrap, where we generated bootstrap samples by randomly selecting I/2 groups without replacement and then looked at how much our point-estimates varied across these bootstrap samples. In general, half-sampling without replacement is closely related to full sampling with replacement (e.g., Efron, 1983) . In this problem, we chose to use a half-bootstrap instead of a standard nonparametric bootstrap (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) because we didn't want to have duplicate groups with identical click distributions.
Discussion
The simulation results from Section 5 suggested some interesting relationships between the number of clicks per group and the relative performance of various methods. Here, we present some possible explanations for these relationships.
The Importance of Human Evaluation
The human evaluation data {HE i } enters into our EM-algorithm in two locations: initialization, and the M-step forμ i . Good initialization is always crucial, as our likelihood function is non-convex, and the algorithm may not recover from starting near a bad local optimum. From our simulations, however, it appears that keeping HE i around for the M-steps is important when the number of clicks per group is small, but less important when the number of clicks is large.
This phenomenon can be understood by looking at the M-step equation (9). We see that the relative importance of HE i relative to theẑ ij in updatingμ i scales inversely with the number of clicks J i in group i. Thus, HE i provides a useful crutch for updatingμ i during the M-step when J i is small. When J i is large the contribution of HE i during the M-step gets washed out, and our algorithm drifts more and more towards an unsupervised clustering algorithm that uses human evaluation data for initialization only. It appears that in practice, with enough data per group, human evaluation is only required to start the algorithm off near the right mode.
Understanding the Method of Moments
In our simulations, we found the method of moments estimate to perform less well as we added more clicks per group. Although this may seem like a highly unintuitive result, we can attempt to understand it using classical results about the connection between noisy features and regularization.
The design matrix Ω used to fit the method of moments estimator in (3) records the fraction of clicks in each group that appeared in a given bucket. The more clicks we have per group, the closer each row of Ω gets to the true underlying behavior distribution for each group. If the number of clicks per group is small, then the rows of Ω are effectively contaminated by mean-zero noise.
It is well known that training linear regression with a design matrix corrupted by mean-zero noise is equivalent to training with a noiseless design matrix and adding an appropriate ridge (or L 2 ) penalty penalty to the objective (Bishop, 1995) ; this connection between noising and regularization has even been used to motivate new L 2 -like regularizors by emulating noising schemes (Maaten et al., 2013; Wager et al., 2013) . Now, if our model is correct, the noiseless limit of the rows of Ω are in a 2-dimensional space spanned by the happy and sad behavior distributions. Thus, in the absence of noise, the regression problem implied by our method of moments estimate is highly ill-conditioned. But, when we only have few clicks per row, we are effectively adding noise to Ω and this noise is acting as a ridge penalty. Thus, for the method of moments estimator, throwing away data can be seen as a (rather roundabout) way of fixing numerical ill-conditioning.
Conclusion
Classification problems where training labels are coarser-grained then the signal we are trying to fit arise naturally in many applications. We showed how they can be formalized as weakly supervised clustering problems and presented three approaches to fitting them, including a latent variables model that worked well in our experiments. Our methodology enabled us to learn valuable facts about a real-world problem that originally motivated this research. Figure 6 , except fit using the naive method from Section 3.1. The range of the y-axis is the same as in Figure 6 ; we see that the naive method loses almost all of the dynamic range of the full model. Figure 6 , except fit using the method of moments estimate from Section 3.2. The dashed lines indicate the y-axis limits from Figure 6 . The method of moments estimate appears to be severely unstable here.
